
 

Delen Private Bank is proud to announce for the seventh time in a row its partner- and 

main sponsorship of the ‘Brussels Antiques and Fine Art Fair’, BRAFA in short.  

The Belgian antique dealers - whose President is Mr 

Harold t’Kint de Roodenbeke - and Delen Private Bank 

share a common ambition, achieving a high-quality fair.  

The slogan underlining the harmonious cooperation 

between above-mentioned partners is ‘Delen Private 

Bank, Supporting Fine Arts’, with which Delen Private 

Bank wants to emphasise its profound wish to support 

fine arts in order to maintain the cultural heritage for 

present and future generations. 

Delen Private Bank’s reception lounge can be found at 

the rear of the Bank’s stand.  We hereby warmly 

welcome all journalists in the lounge to exchange 

thoughts and ideas on the broad range of artworks that 

the fair has to offer. 

Delen Private Bank is part of the Ackermans & van 

Haaren group (AvH). AvH is a diversified group active 

in several key sectors of the economy that is listed on 

Euronext Brussels and included in the BEL20 index. 

As a private banker, Delen primarily focuses on asset 

management for private clients, whose assets are 

invested according to a prudent investment policy. We 

are very proud having been awarded with Euromoney’s 

award for ‘Best Private Bank in Belgium’ four years in a 

row. 

Delen Private Bank is a supplier of thought-through and 

balanced investment strategies that are tailored to the 

personal profiles and financial objectives of each client. 

The investment managers and patrimonial advisors present clear solutions that simplify 

our clients’ asset planning. 



Even in the current economic context, our continuous commitment to our long term 

vision and investment policy pays off. With more than 17 billion euro worth of entrusted 

client capitals, the Bank has grown to one of the biggest independent private bankers in 
Belgium. 

The clients value the availability of Delen Private Bank’s investment managers, as well as 

their transparent communication and the continuity of the relationship. Their practical 

approach is a real asset. 

 

Your assets deserve our expertise  

www.delen.be 
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